Know the Language
As has been documented in previous UTT Blogs, the Muslim Brotherhood, Al Qaeda,
and the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC – the largest international body
second only to the UN made up of the heads of states of all Islamic nations), all state
the imposition of Sharia and the establishment of the Caliphate (Islamic State) are
their end objectives.
When leaders from known Muslim Brotherhood organizations or their allies speak, we
must translate the English words they use into the meaning of the word as defined by
Sharia. Once we do this, their intentions become crystal clear.

“Jihad” and “Peace”
As mentioned earlier, 100% of all Sharia only defines Jihad as “warfare against nonMuslims.” Islam divides the entire world into two parts: the Dar al Islam (the
House/Abode of Peace) and the Dar al Harb (the House/Abode of War). Anywhere in
the world where there is Sharia under Islamic rule is the Dar al Islam. The rest of the
world is the Dar al Harb. The purpose of Islam is to reduce the Dar al Harb to nonexistence until the entire world becomes the Dar al Islam – then you have “Peace”
under Sharia. Once this is achieved there is no need for Jihad which is why it is not
one of the five pillars of Islam.

“Suicide” and “Martyrdom”
Suicide is unlawful under Sharia. Martyrdom, or being killed in Jihad, is the only way
under Sharia to guarantee entry into Paradise.

“Innocent”
The only innocent people under Sharia are Muslims. Non-Muslims are never
innocent and are guilty of not following Sharia or subordinating themselves to it.

“Terrorism”
Killing a Muslim without right. Under Sharia Muslims can be killed for leaving Islam
(Apostasy) and for killing another Muslim without right to do so under Sharia. Any
other time a Muslim is killed it is “terrorism.” Under Sharia, an example would be
American troops killing Muslims in Afghanistan and Iraq.

“Freedom”
Freedom from man-made laws. Only Sharia can be the law of the land.

“Justice”
Justice under the Sharia.
So, the next time you see a leader of the local Muslim Brotherhood Islamic Center in
your hometown says “We denounce terrorism and call for a protection of all
innocents because we want freedom, justice, and peace here and around the
world” – don’t accuse him of lying because he isn’t. You need to adjust the reception
on your end and translate with Sharia as the filter.
Finally, it should be noted that if readers would like to deepen their study on Sharia,
they must purchase books written for Muslim audiences by Muslims who are
recognized as scholars in the Islamic world. Anything other than this will be
meaningless. Why? Because Sharia makes it a capital crime for Muslims to teach
other Muslims something false about Islam. Go to your local mosque bookstore and
buy books for Muslims on Islamic Law – and take cash.

